Abstract. Let k be a commutative ring (with 1). We work with ¿-algebras with a grading mod 2, and with graded modules over such algebras. Using graded notions of tensor product, commutativity, and morphisms, we construct an abelian group BW (k) whose elements are suitable equivalence classes of Azumaya ¿-algebras. The consruction generalizes, and is patterned on, the definition of the Brauer group Br (k) given by Ausländer and Goldman. Br (k) is in fact a subgroup of BW (k), and we describe the quotient as a group of graded quadratic extensions of k.
1. Graded rings, modules, and algebras. A ring, A, is graded if additively it is a direct sum A = A0 © Ax of subgroups which, with respect to multiplication, satisfy (1.1) AiA^Ai+i (i,jeZ/2Z).
(1.1) implies that 1^ e A0, so that A0 is a ring and Ax is an /l0-module. We let \A\ denote the underlying ungraded ring. A homomorphism/: /I -> B of graded rings is a homomorphism \A\ -v \B\ such that f(A^)<^B¡.
A graded ^4-module, M, is an |A |-module which is additively a direct sum M=M0 @ Mx satisfying (1.2) AiM^Mi + i (i,jeZ/2Z).
\M\ denotes the underlying ungraded |A|-module. If X is an ungraded ring or module, (X) denotes the same object with grading, concentrated in degree zero: (X)0 = Zand (X)x = 0. If Nis an ungraded Ä-module, (N) is an (Al-module.
A direct sum M=TJie/ Mi of graded ¿(-modules is a graded ^-module if we set Mj=Ui*t M). If Ml = N for all i e I, we write A" for ]Jiei M\ If X is a graded ring or module, hX denotes X0 u Xx, the set of homogeneous elements. hXis a union of two subgroups whose intersection is 0, but it is not itself a subgroup. If 0^xehX,xeXi for i"=0 or i=l but not both, and we write dx = i, the degree of x. For any Y^hX, <F> will denote the subgroup of X generated by Y. Thus Y^h(Y}, with equality if and only if Yr\ X0 and Yn Xx are subgroups.
Let M and A^ be graded /1-modules. We let HOM4 (M, N) denote the graded lífeh HOM, (Af, ZV) and g g h HOMA (V, Jf) then gfeh HOM¿ (A/, X) and digf) = dg+df. We will write ENDX(AZ) (resp. EndA(A/)) for HOM, (A/, A/) (resp. Horn^ (M, M)).
If X is a graded ring or module, a subgroup Í2 is called graded if ü = (Í2 n X") © (Í2 n JSTi), or equivalently, if Q. contains the images of the projections O -> AV By a submodule, or an ideal (left, right, or two-sided), of X, we will always mean a graded subgroup Í2 such that | Q| is a submodule (or an ideal, of the appropriate type) of \X\. If we wish to speak of "possibly nongraded submodules (or ideals)" we have to speak of submodules (or ideals) of |A"|. We insist on graded subgroups so that the quotient X/Q. will also be graded.
Let A be a graded ring. ,4-MOD will denote the category whose objects are all graded /1-modules, with morphisms HOMA, and ,4-Mod will denote the category with the same objects but only Hom¿ as morphisms. A-Mod is abelian, but y4-MOD is not; for example the kernel of a nonhomogeneous morphism can easily fail to be a submodule.
t will denote the degree-shifting function: If fe HOM¿ (M, N), [tM\ = Mí + x iieZ/2Z), and "t/=/" in the obvious sense: r/e HOMx (tM, tN), and if /is homogeneous, «9(t/) = «9/ t is an automorphism of the category ,4-MOD, or, equally well, of A-Mod. tA is an y4-module, but not a ring. tMxM in 4-Mod => MxïzM0 as ^"-modules, whereas, at least if A = iA0), we have tMxM in ,4-MOD for all M.
Ii A is a graded ring, A° denotes the usual opposite ring, and A denotes the additive group of A with multiplication redefined by ab= -labab for a, be hA, and by distributivity in general. A is a ring: a-ib-c)= -lab + ac+bcabc = ia-b)-c.
If M is a graded /1-module we define an action of A on the additive group of M by ax= -\axax for a e hA, x e hM, and by "distributivity" in general. The result is an yi'-module (a-(è-x)= -lab+ax+bxabx=ia-b)-x), which we christen AT. Proof. The first statement is clear. Since the computation above shows f(a ■ x) = a-(fx) regardless of of we do not get an isomorphism A-MOY) ->-A'-MOD, but only an inclusion (easily seen to be an equality) HOM¿ (Af, N)<=Komu.{(\M' |, | TV j).
Remark. The word graded in the second part of (1.4) is important. If the given isomorphism came from an equivalence A-MOD -► \A'\-Mod (=the ordinary category of ungraded modules) we would be contradicting the observation that 4-MOD is, in general, not an abelian category. The forgetful functor | '| is far from surjective on objects. If A is a graded ring we let A* denote A°' (or, what is the same, A'°). For any subset S of h A we let CA(S) denote <{a e h A \ ab = -labba Vè e S}} ; for any S, this is a (graded) subring. We let CENTER A denote CA(A), and we call A commutative if CENTER A=A, i.e., if A and A* coincide. Center A will denote the degree zero term of CENTER A (2) . Note that CENTERS, Center,4, Center \A\, and Center A0 are, in general, distinct, although Center A is contained in each.
If AT is a commutative graded ring, a A-algebra is a homomorphism K -> A whose image lies in CENTER A. (If K=(K0), "A is a AT-algebra" implies " \A\ is a |AT|-algebra", hut if A 7e0, \K\ need not be commutative.) A homomorphism of AT-algebras is a homomorphism A -> B of graded rings such that A ->-B commutes.
If A is a AT-algebra and M and N are ^-modules, (i/)x=i(/x) makes HOMx (M, N) a AT-module. ( 2) The general notational convention, as is now apparent, is that an object spelled with capital letters is graded, and the same object with only the initial letter capitalized refers to its degree zero term. However, we prefer the term "graded ring" to the more logical alternative, "RING"....
Another bit of notational philosophy, also clear by now, is that the price of moving x past y is the sign -1*", as usual.
(1.7) Proposition. If A is a K-algebra ie.g. ZOCENTER/1, or iZ), for any graded ring A), /«->/(l) defines an isomorphism HOM^ (A, )-> "identity" of functors from A-MOD to K-MOD. Evaluating at A itself we have an isomorphism END¿ (A) -> A* of K-algebras.
Proof. For any .¿-module N, x \-^-fx, given on homogeneous elements by fxia)= -\axax, defines an inverse, N^HOMA iA, N). The rest is routine. Let A and B be ÄT-algebras, Kcommutative. Although \A\ and \B\ may fail to be |K|-algebras, we can view them as (right or left) \K\-modules, so the abelian group \A\ <g)|K| \B\ is defined. Grade \A\ ®]Ki \B\ by letting [\A\ (gm \B\]t be the subgroup generated by {a ®b\aehA,behB,da-\-db = i (mod 2)}, and define a product by the rule (a (g ¿>)(a' (g b')= -lba'iaa' (g bb') for homogeneous generators. |^41 ®|K| \B\, with the grading and multiplication just described, we christen A ®KB.
A (&K B is a graded ring, and x h-> x <g 1 = 1 <g x makes A <g>K B a AT-algebra. The latter follows from {a <g b | a e h CENTER A, b e h CENTER B} c h CENTER A ®, B, which is immediate. xi->-x(gl is an algebra homomorphism because «91=0 implies that (x (g \)iy (g l) = xy (g 1 and 3(x (g l) = «9x. The same remark shows that the subalgebras A (g 1 and 1 <g B commute in A (g B: (x (g 1)(1 (g j) =x (g)j=-l^®1»<1®!"(l (g)_y)(x (g 1). ^ (gjfZi is universal for this property: if/: A -*■ C and g: 5 -»• C are Zf-algebra homomorphisms whose images commute in C, there is a unique ZC-algebra homomorphism A <g>K B -> C which makes /I -► /4 <g* £ <-B commute.
(1.8) Lemma. If A and B are K-algebras there are isomorphisms
of K-algebras, where (g means ®K.
Proof. Define the maps by letting the image of a homogeneous generator a <g> ¿» be -lol,ô (g a in (i), -laöa (g ¿> in (ii) and (iii), a ® b itself in (iv), and ab in (v). It suffices to check that these define homomorphisms and this is a routine calculation in each case.
If A and B are ZC-algebras and AZ (resp. ZV) is an A (resp. B) module, we define Af <gK N in the obvious way: grade \M\ (gm |ZV| as before, and make the result (1.9) Lemma. Let A and B be K-algebras, let M (resp. N) be an A-(resp. B-) module, and write <g) for <g)K. There are isomorphisms (i) tM <g) Nx t(M <8>N)xM®tN and tM <g> tNx M®NofA<& B-modules,
(ii) (M®N)'xM'®N'of(A®B)' = A'® B'-modules, and (iii) M0NxN®MofA <g) B=B <g> A-modules.
Note that when K=(K0), M¡ and A are |Af|-modules, /=0, 1, so that M ®KN-\Ji,j^o,x Mi ®KN¡ as graded AT-modules. By way of example we introduce here several algebras we will need later. Let k be commutative and concentrated in degree zero, and let x,yek. /c<x> will denote \k\l ® \k\t with i2 = x, i.e., k[X]/(X2-x) with the indicated grading. (Note that fc<x>* = fc<-x>.) k{x} will denote k[X]/(X2 + X-x), concentrated in degree zero.
(¥) will denote the "graded quaternion algebra" k(x} ®kk(y)>; thus (¥) has a fc-basis {1,5, t,st} with 5 and i of degree one, and relations s2=x, t2=y, st+ts=0.
[¥]
will denote the algebra with the same basis, and defining relations 52 = x, t2=y and st+ts=l.
(This latter is the appropriate notion of "graded quaternion algebra" when 2=0 in A if we forget its grading, m is isomorphic to the algebra (x, xy] considered in [9] (cf. [9, pp. 188 and 198-199 (1.12) Corollary, (i) An A-module is projective if and only if it is a direct summand of a free A-module.
(ii) A finitely generated projective A-module is finitely presented.
2. Bimodules and separable algebras. By a right ^-module M we mean a right | A|-module which is additively a direct sum M=M0 © Mx satisfying MiAj<=Mi+j ii, j e Z/2Z). For right ^-modules Af and ZV we let HOM^ (Af, N)¡ denote the subgroup {/|/(AZ¡)cZV1+y} of HomM| (\M|, |ZV|), and we write HomA (Af, ZV) for HOMA iM, N)0 and HOMA (AZ, N) for the graded abelian group HomA (Af, N) © HOMA (AZ, N)x. MOD-/1 and Mod-^ will mean the obvious things. (Again, the isomorphism does not come from an equivalence MOD-A -> Mod-\A\.) If Mis a right ¿-module, the definition ax= -laxxa makes M a left ¿*-module, and conversely. This procedure matches HOM^ and HOMA.-f(xa) = -l°x+afa(fx)=-l<'x+<'f+<'<-fxXfx)a=(fx)a-so that MOD-A and A*-MOD are isomorphic categories.
If M is simultaneously a left ¿-module and a right fi-module, where A and B are A"-algebras, we call M an ¿^5-bimodule provided (a) (ax)¿? = a(xb)
(a e A, x e M, b e B),
If M is an ¿K2?-bimodule, (a ® ¿>)x= -lbxaxb makes M a left A ®Jf B*-module, and conversely if M is a left A ® 5*-module, ax=(a ® l)xandxZ>= -lbJC(l ® ¿?)x make M an ¿¿A-bimodule. These recipes are inverses, so that the two notions coincide.
We will sometimes write "the bimodule AMB" instead of "the ¿K5-bimodule M" when the ground ring K is fixed by the context. Our real interest is in AKAbimodules, i.e., modules over the enveloping algebra AeK -A ®Jf A* of A. A is itself an ¿^-module, and a ® b h» ab defines an epimorphism ç>: ¿Sf -> A, and thereby an exact sequence EK(A): 0 -> MA) -^Ai^A-^0 in ¿jj-Mod. We will usually omit the subscripts referring to the ground ring, and when A is fixed we will write simply J for JK(A).
Define 8: A-^-Jby a i-> a ® 1 -1 ® a. 8 is A"-linear but not ¿"-linear. In particular this applies to M = A and M=Ae. AA is just CENTER ¿, and ¿e" is the right annihilator of J(A) in Ae. Note that <p(AeA)<=AA, for Mi-> MA is the functor HOM¿« (A, ), and <p e Honv (Ae, A) maps HOM^ (A, Ae) to HOM/ (¿, A). In fact, (2.9) Lemma. <p(AeA) is an ideal in AA.
We omit the simple proof. It is worth noting, however, that q>(AeA) is not a left ideal in A itself. (1) EK(A) is a split exact sequence of A\-modules.
(2) A is a projective AeK-module.
(2')|¿| is a projective \A%\-module. The equivalence of (4) and (5) is analogous to the equivalence of (7) and (8) ; since clearly (5) o (1) o (7), it is simplest to prove (4) o (1) and (8) (2.11) Corollary. If p: A -> B is an epimorphism of K-algebras and A is Kseparable then B is K-separable and CENTER 5=/>(CENTER A).
In particular, any quotient of K is ZC-separable. Remark. The equivalence of (2) and (2') in (2.10) does not mean that A is ZC-separable if and only if \A\ is \K\-separable. In the first place, as we have seen, \A\ may not even be a \K\-algebra-indeed \K\ need not be commutative. But even if \A\ is a \K\-algebra, |K|-separability of \A\ would mean projectivity of \A\ as an |,4|e-module, and |/l|VMe| in general. Added in proof. M. Orzech points out that when K=iK0), A is AT-separable o \A\ is |K|-separable. For existence of fe Horn/ iA, A6) splitting <p: A6 -*■ A is equivalent to existence of x = 2 at <g ite Ae with (i) 2aA=l (/splits <p),
(ii) 2 ia <g 1 -1 <g a)iOi <g bt)=0 for all a e A (x g AeA), and (iii) S(a( (g bi) = 0 for each i ix e AQ. Now (ii) is unchanged if we read it in |^|e = |/í| (g,*, \A\°, since the sign -ia<ai + 6i) evaporates because of (iii), and with (i) (read in \A\) it is equivalent to Inseparability of \A\. Conversely, an element 2 a¡ ® ^i e Mle satisfying (i) and (ii) in the ungraded sense can be read as an element of Ae satisfying (i) and (ii), and if it is not homogeneous of degree zero we can replace it by its projection in Ae0. defines an isomorphism f: iMx (g* AZ2) <8)" iNx (g* ZV2) -► iMx ®Al Nx) <g* (AZ2 <gA2 ZV2)
of C=KX <g* K2-modules. If Mt and ZV¡ are Kralgebras, f is an isomorphism of Calgebras. In either case the isomorphism is natural in all variables for module morphisms of degree zero.
(3.2) Corollary. Let K¡ be commutative K-algebras and let A¡ be a Kralgebra, i= 1, 2. There is a natural isomorphism iAx (g* A2)% -> A\Ki (g* A%K¡¡ ofC=Kx (g* K2-algebras. (3.4) Lemma. </< ft a Kx ®K K2-isomorphism in either of the following situations: (i) M( is a finitely generated projective At-module, /= 1, 2.
(ii) Mx is a finitely generated projective Ax-module, M2 is a finitely presented A2-module, Ax is K-flat, and A is either K-flat or finitely generated and projective over Ax.
In either case, the isomorphism is natural in all variables for module morphisms of degree zero. (A A-module M is said to be flat if M ®K is an exact functor on AT-Mod.) (3.5) Corollary.
Let Pi be finitely generated projective A%-modules, where ¿( are Kralgebras and Kt are commutative K-algebras, i =1,2. Then there is a natural isomorphism END4l (Px) ®K END^ (P2) -> ENDAl ®K M (Px ®K P2) of Kx ®K K2-algebras.
(3.6) Lemma. If a K-algebra A is finitely presented as a K-module, it is finitely presented as an A\-module.
The proof of (3.6) is a direct translation of the proofs of (2.1) and (2. (i) ¿j is Ki-separable, i=l,2.
(ii) Ax is Kx-separable and K-flat, ¿2 is finitely presented (as A%K2-or as K2-module), and Mx is either K-flat or finitely generated and projective over A\K .
(3.8) Corollary, (i) If¿( is Ki-separable, i= 1, 2, then Ax ®K ¿2 Is Kx ®K Aseparable, and its CENTER is AAi ®K Ap.
(ii) If A is a separable K-algebra and L is a commutative K-algebra then L ®K A is a separable L-algebra and its CENTER is L ®K AA. We turn next to the so-called Morita theory. Fix a commutative ground ring k=ik0) and let A be a (graded) A>algebra. (1) HOMA (AZ, ) is faithful on ^-MOD(3). (1) HOMA (Af, ) is "faithfully exact" on ^i-Mod, that is, it is faithful and exact and it preserves arbitrary coproducts.
(2) Af is a finitely generated projective GENERATOR.
(3.15) Corollary. Let M and L be k-modules.
(i) The following are equivalent:
(1) M is FAITHFULLY projective.
(2) Af is finitely generated and projective and Ann* (Af )=0.
(3) Af <gfc Nxk1» © {rkf^for some k-module N,n+m>0.
(ii) ENDfc (AZ) is FAITHFULLY projective if M is. Proof, (i) In view of (3.12), (1) (ii) and (iii) follow easily from (i). Although (3.16) will not be directly in evidence below, it is useful in the proof of (3.18). With degree-zero natural transformations as morphisms,
is almost a category. Our chief concern will be with r-Afunctors of the form ®,4 M for some bimodule AMB, and morphisms among such form a set by be T-k-equivalences, and set P=TA and Q = SB. Then P (resp. Q) is an AkB-(resp. BkA-) bimodule, and (i) Tx ®A P and Sx <gB Q.
(ii) 7"n<?re are degree-zero bimodule isomorphisms f:P <gB ß ■ g'-Q ®aP^-bB¡¡, and (iii) (i) and (ii) are in fact contained in the statements and proofs of (3.18) and (3.19), and (iii) is proved as in the ungraded case (cf. [3, II.4.1]): given/and g as in (ii), we can modify / by a unit of A0 to make I commute, and II then commutes automatically.
We now abstract the situation described in (3.20).
(3.21) Definition. A set of graded pre-equivalence data (GPED) over k is a sextuple iA, B, P, Q,f g) where A and B are igraded) k-algebras, P iresp. Q) is an AkB iresp. BkA) bimodule, and f iresp. g) lives in Horn/ (P (gB Q, A) iresp. in Honv(ß ®AP, B)), provided that ipq)p'=piqp') and iqp)q'=qipq') for all p, p' e P, q, q' e Q, where pq iresp. qp) abbreviates fip <g q) iresp. giq <g> p)). It is a set of graded equivalence data (GED) over k if fand g are isomorphisms.
(3.22) Theorem. Let iA, B, P, Q,f g) be a GPED over k, and assume f is surjective. Then (i) fis an isomorphism.
(ii) P iresp. Q) is a GENERATOR in ,4-MOD iresp. in MOD-,4). (ii) P (resp. Q) is FAITHFULLY projective in ¿-MOD and in MOD-B (resp. in B-MOD and in MOD-¿). Proof, (i) follows from (3.19), and (ii)-(iv) follow from (ii)-(v) of (3.22). For (v), we have CENTER ¿ = ¿-4 = ENDA« (¿)xENDA®B. (P) since ®AP is an equivalence, etc. For (vi), projectivity of P implies that 9t ®¿ P ->-9tP is an isomorphism, and we can appeal again to the fact that ®A P is an equivalence, and similarly for the other cases.
Let P be a right P-module. Guided by (3.22), we will construct a GPED from B and P, and give a criterion, in terms of B and P, for it to be a GED.
Put ¿=ENDB(P) and ß = HOMB (P, B). For peP,qeQ define pqeA by (P<])p'=p(qp')Vp' eP; this defines amap/P:P ®B Q^ A. DefinegP: Q ®AP^ B byg(q<8>p)=qpmq(j>).
(3.24) Proposition, (i) (ENDB (P), B, P, HOMB (P, B),fP, gP) is a GPED over k.
(ii) Im/B is a two-sided ideal of A; \mfP=AofP is an isomorphism o P is a finitely generated projective B-module.
(iii) Im gP is a two-sided ideal of B; Im gP = B o gP is an isomorphism -o-P is a GENERATOR in MOD-B.
(iv) The GPED o/(i) is a GED o P is a FAITHFULLY projective B-module.
(3.25) Corollary. A right B-module P is projective o 3pte hP,qte h HOMB(P,Z?)
iwhere i e 1= some index set) with the property that for each peP, qxp = 0/or almost all i and 2 PíÍQíP) -p-When P is projective we have PQ.=P where Cl = ImgP<^B. 4 . Local and punctual criteria for separability; tower properties. A useful tool for dealing with separable algebras is localization at primes of the ground ring. To make use of this in our present context we have first to say what we mean by 5 ~ 1K when S is a multiplicative set in a commutative graded ring K. Some caution is required : if there are nonhomogeneous elements in S, for example, S " 1K will not be graded.
Even if we agree to localize only at S<=hK we cannot imitate the ungraded definition too naively: is, x)~(s', x') o It e S, t(s'x-sx')=0 does not define an equivalence relation on Sx K, because of signs which occur when we commute elements of K. One way around this difficulty is to take the signs into account in the definition: is, x)~(s', x') o 3í g S, t(s'x-(-l)ss'sx')=0 does define an equivalence relation, and the set of classes, with the obvious structure of graded Kalgebra, is a reasonable candidate for S ' *K. A more drastic solution would be to localize only at Sc K0 ; for such S the sign problem evaporates, and indeed S ~ 1M (for any graded ZC-module Af ) and S ' 1K are already defined (because K0 is a commutative ring). We will see that this restricted notion of localization will suffice for our purposes.
As usual call an ideal m of K maximal if m ^ K and the only ideal properly containing m is K itself. iRecall that ideal always means graded ideal.) Equivalently, m is maximal if K/m is a simple graded ring, i.e., it has no proper (graded) ideals. If m is a maximal ideal of K, Sm=hiK-m) is a multiplicative subset, and S^K, defined as above, is a reasonable candidate for Km. The more drastic solution indicated above would suggest looking instead at the localization with respect to n(ZC-m) n K0 = K0 -m0. This is less absurd than it seems at first glance, because of According to (4.1), the more drastic alternative amounts simply to localizing at maximal ideals of K0 instead of those of K.
(4.1) may be proved directly, or a proof can be extracted from the following two propositions, which are also useful independent of (4.1). shows that if A A 7e 0, A is free of rank one over K0, and we can write A = K0t. Clearly a = i2^0 (otherwise AA=0), and obviously |A<ö)| is commutative. Proof of (4.3). If O^ie K0, Kt is a nonzero ideal, hence Kt=K. Thus K0 is a field and we have the conclusions of (4.2). If AA=0, A is an ideal, and therefore A=0. Whenever A"and | A are both commutative we have 2xy=0 for all x, y e A, for xy=yx= -xy. When A/0, AA contains the nonzero element a, and since K0 is a field this implies Char. K= 2.
The reader will notice that these arguments do not require commutativity of K. For "(aa)ß=(aß)a" we need ACCENTER K, but commutativity in the A part is used nowhere except in the last statement ("Char. A = 2") of (4.3). Call Kquasicommutative if Ac CENTER A"; then (4.2) and (4.3) hold for quasi-commutative A except for the statement about the characteristic in (4.3). (4.1) also holds for quasi-commutative K, if "ideal of A"" is interpreted to mean "two-sided ideal of AT".
As an immediate corollary of (4.1), we have (4.4) Proposition. £eí¿ be a K-algebra, finitely presented as a K-or AeK-module. The following are equivalent:
(1) A is K-separable. (4.7) Proposition. Let P be a finitely generated projective K-module and assume K0 is local. Then P is free.
Proof. It suffices to prove this when K0 is a field, by (4.5), and (4.2) breaks the proof in two cases. If AA=0,
A is an ideal, and in fact it is easy to see that nonhomogeneous elements are invertible, so that |AT| is a (commutative) local ring with maximal ideal Kx. In this situation we can apply the ungraded analogue of (4.7). If Kx = K0t, O^t2 e K0, P is free of finite rank as a ZC0-module, say PqXK^, Px x A"¿m>, and n = m, for multiplication by i is a ^-isomorphism Px -> P0. It is now an easy matter to show that P is isomorphic to the free ZC-module Km © [tK](s) where (r, s) = (n/2, n/2) if n is even and ((«+0/2, (n-1)/2) if n is odd.
(4.8) Proposition. Let P^O be a finitely generated projective K-module and let A =END* (P). Then A is a separable K-algebra and CENTER AxK/AnnK (P).
Proof. We can use (4.4) to localize, and then use (4.7) to interpret A as a graded matrix algebra; the proof can then be finished by imitating the proof in the ungraded case, [3, III.2.13]. Rather than carry this out, we give a proof based on the Morita theory of §3, and valid in the case K= (ZC0). In this case P is a FAITHFULLY projective module over K=K/ArmKiP), and the resulting GED (^ = END*(P)
= END*(P), K,P, ß = HOM*(P, K),fP,gP) yields immediately the isomorphism CENTER A X CENTER K=K. For separability, we have that P (resp. ß) is FAITHFULLY projective in ^-MOD (resp. in MOD-A = A*-MOD), so that AxP (g* ß is A (g*/l*-projective. This shows that A is separable over its CENTER, K. K is ZC-separable by (2.10), and, anticipating (4.13(i)), we can conclude that A is ZC-separable.
Our next goal is a punctual theorem, of the form "A is ZC-separable <=> A/mA is ZC/w-separable for all m." First, a lemma: (4.9) Lemma. Let M bean A-module, A a K-algebra; let feLx\dAiM) and assume either ii) M is Noetherian ia.c.c. on igraded) submodules), or (ii) \A\ is commutative and M is finitely generated. Then iff is surjective it is an isomorphism.
Proof. Case (i). Since/is homogeneous (of degree zero), ker (/') is a submodule for each i'ä 1. If 0/j> e ker/ any x such that/(x)=_y satisfies x g ker if2) -ker/ By induction if y e ker (/') -ker (/'"1), any x such that fix)=y satisfies xGker(/i + 1)-ker(/').
In case (ii), apply [2, IV.5.3] tofe EndU| (|Af |).
Note that hypothesis (ii) applies in two important cases: when A=K=iK0), and (by (4.2)) when A = K and K0 is a field.
(4.10) Theorem. Let A be a K-algebra, and assume either (i) \K\ is commutative and A is finitely K-presented, or (ii) K is Noetherian and A is a finitely generated K-module. Then A is K-separable o A/mA is K/m-separable for every maximal ideal m of K.
The important case of (4.10) is when K=(K0), and in this case the hypothesis is simply that A be finitely ZC-presented, as in (4.4). (4.4) shows that (4.10) (as stated, i.e., for arbitrary K) follows from (4.11) Proposition. Let Kbe commutative with K0 local and let A be a K-algebra, finitely generated as K-module. Assume either that \K\ is commutative or that K is Noetherian. Then A is K-separable o A/mA is K/m-separable, where m is the unique maximal ideal of K.
Proof of (4.11). => follows from (3.8(h)). For the converse, let ' denote the functor, reduction mod m (i.e., ' = K/m ®K). Then 8 e Der^ (A, J) induces an inner derivation 8':A'->J', say 8' = de,, e'ej'. 88'=0 implies 3e'=0, so that 8'(a') = 8'(a')e' for all a' e A'. Choose pre-imagesae A and e ej0 for a' and e', respectively; then 8(a)=(8a)e mod mJ, and, since Im S generates J,J=Je+mJ. With (4.6), this implies J=Je: right multiplication by e is surjective on /. But then (4.9) implies it is an automorphism of/, and since it also defines an ¿"-morphism, Ae -*■ J, we can use it to split the inclusion /->-Ae. Thus E(A) splits, and A is AT-separable.
To close this section we record some "tower" or "transitivity" properties of separability. (ii) If A is K-separable, A is L-separable.
(iii) If A is K-separable and L-projective and contains Las a direct summand, L is K-separable.
Proof, (i) Since L is A-separable, EK(L) is split exact. Therefore A\ ®L« EK(L) is split exact, so that AeK ®L« L is ¿Srprojective. But clearly A% ®L« L and ¿f are isomorphic ¿I-modules. Thus A\ is ¿^-projective, and since A is ¿¿-projective by hypothesis, A is ¿^-projective, i.e. A is A-separable.
(ii) is trivial since A\ is a quotient of A\. (iii) If A is L-projective, A\ is L^-projective, and since A is A"-separable this implies A is L^-projective. Since L is an Le-direct summand of ¿, our result follows. Call a AT-module M faithful if AnnK (M)=0. M is always a faithful END* (Mimodule; indeed, a A"-module structure for M is a A"-algebra homomorphism tji: K-> ENDX (M), and ker ^=AnnK (M). Call M f-projective if it is finitely (4) In particular if A is separable over a quotient of K, it is A-separable; cf. (2.11). [May generated, projective, and faithful (5) . If A is a ZC-algebra, the module structure Zi->END*04) factors through K^ AA = ENDAe (^)cEND* (A), so that Ann* (,4) = ker (ZÍ-* A). Thus, if A is faithful, we can assume K^A. In fact, (4.15) Lemma. If a K-algebra A is f-projective, K is a direct summand of A. This is an immediate corollary of (4.14). Then if A (g* B is K-separable, so is B.
(ii) Let L be a commutative K-algebra, A an L-algebra. If A is K-separable and f-projective as an L-module, L is K-separable.
(4.17) Corollary. Let A be a K-algebra and set C=CENTER A. Assume A is C-projective. Then A is K-separable o A is C-separable and C is K-separable.
Remark. The hypothesis in (4.17), that A be C-projective, is satisfied automatically in one important case: when C is concentrated in degree zero and A is finitely generated as C-module, C-separability of A implies C-projectivity of A. This will be a by-product of the implication (i) => (iii) in Theorem (6.1) below.
5. Structure theorems. The main theorem of this section, (5.5), describes the structure of simple algebras, and is due to Wall [9] .
Throughout this section, ideal means two-sided ideal unless otherwise indicated. We call a ring A simple if 0 and A are the only ideals ; if A is graded this means 0 and A are the only graded ideals.
In the two lemmas that follow, A denotes a simple graded ring, and we fix the following notations: ZC=CENTER/Í, k = K0 = Center A, Z=Center \A\, and Proof. If i is a nonzero element of hK or hZ, At is a nonzero ideal, hence At=A and i is invertible in A ; the given results follow.
The next lemma relates simplicity of A to simplicity of \A\ and A0. We omit the proof, for which see [9, pp. 188-189].
(5) The usual term, faithfully projective, would lead to confusion; cf. (3.14) above. We have seen (in (3.15(i))) that when K=(K0), M is /-projective o Mis FAITHFULLY projective. First assume Char. k^2. Define T: \A\ -> \A\ by r(a0+ai)=a0-ax. T is inner by Skolem-Noether: there is a unit u e \A\ with 7Yx) = hxw_1 for all x g \A\. Since Tiu) = u we have u e A0, but u $ k since T is not the identity. However a = u2 ek (since T2 is the identity), and a^O because u is invertible. By definition of T, Ao=\A\m=\A\kiu} and Ax={xeA\xu=-ux}. We "compute" the graded structure of A by choosing a representation \A\ xMn(D) in which u has a convenient form.
Assume that k[u] is not afield, so that u2 = a = b2,0^b ek. We can then assume a= 1 by replacing w with u/b. Then put e=(l -u)/2. Then e2 = e, and the right bimodule e\A\ is a direct sum of, say, r copies, of the simple right | .41-module, Z)(n).
Thus dimk e\A\=rn[D:k]
and r<n. Let e' = i'0r °)gM"(Z)), then dimfce|yi| = dimk e'\A\, and a Skolem-Noether argument yields the existence of an inner automorphism which interchanges e and e'. Thus assume our basis in Mn(£>) chosen so that e' = e; then u=l-2e = (o'' ?"_,), and ^0 = |,4|<u>={(* °)} and Ax = {x | xw = -mx} = {(* *)}■ We are in case (i), with dimk ( H^) = r, dimfc (H^) = n -r. Hence n is even, say n = 2m. Put »! = diagm (ü) g M,(i), where ü=Q J), and a = w2 as before. Since u\ = a, k [u] and ÂrtwJ are isomorphic quadratic field extensions of k, and a Skolem-Noether argument allows us to assume u -ux by a suitable choice of basis in M"(Z)). Then ^4 = (Mm(£))) <g M2(A0, with the grading in M2(/c) induced by w. Now (™ x) commutes with üo w=z and y=ax, and anticommutes o w= -z and y--ax. Let J = ("è 1) and í = (f0 J), then the degree zero term of M2(k) is \k © ku\ and the degree one term is \ks © kt\. Since j2 = 1, i2= -a, and 5i= -z7= -i5, this establishes an isomorphism ftW) « (V)' and we are in case (ii).
We have also seen that L=\k(a}\<^A0 when Char. k^2, except possibly when k [u] was not a field, that is, in case (i). But, in any case, ¿0=|¿|'ctuI implies í[m]cL, and, with L=\A\A», we also get L^k [u] .
This completes the proof of (5.5) and (5.6) except in Case (2) when Char. k = 2. We still have |¿|aM"(A1> and the strategy is the same: determine the graded structure of ¿ by a convenient choice of basis for M"(D) in the various subcases.
In characteristic two, the projection/?: \A\ -+ Ax,p(a0+ax)=ax, is a derivation: p((a0 + ax)(b0 + bx))=axb0+a0bx = axb+abx because 2axbx = 0. p is inner by (2.10) (apply (2.10 (5)) to the /c-algebra |¿|): 3m e \A\ with xx = xu+ux for all x e \A\. By definition of/?, y40=|¿|<"'=|¿|'ct"1 and Ax={xeA | x=xw+«x}. Thus u e A0 and u $ k. Since p2 =/?, xu2 + u2x =px=xu+ux for all x, hence a=u2 + uek. As in the Char. =¿2 case, this description of ¿0 implies L--k[u]=k{a}<= A0.
As before, consider first the case where k[u] is not a field: p(u) = a = p(b), b e k (6) . Let e = u+b, then e2 = e. Put ex = ('j %) e Mn(k) with r < n computed from e, as before, by the requirement dimk e\A\=rn[D:k].
As before we can assume that e = ex, hence also that and we are in case (iii) . This completes the proof of (5.5)-(5.6).
(6) Here f(X) = X2 + X. We are in this first case, for example, when a = 0; « is then idempotent, so that k[u] = k{0}xkxk.
[May Using (5.5) we can get structural characterizations of separable algebras. We start with some lemmas.
Let A be a graded Z^-algebra. We say ¿-MOD is semisimple if every (left) Amodule is projective.
(5.7) Lemma, (i) If A is simple, A-MOD is semisimple. If K is simple, every Kmodule is actually free.
(ii) If K is simple and A is K-separable, Ae-MOD is semisimple.
Proof, (i) If M is an A -module, there is a surjection F'-> Af with F free. F is a direct sum of simple modules (viz. A and tA), and, by a standard argument (cf. for example [2, III. 1.1]) it follows that every submodule is a direct summand. In particular, the kernel of F -> AZ is a direct summand, so M is projective. The stronger result in the commutative case was essentially noted in the proof of (4.7).
(ii) Since separability of A implies separability of Ae it suffices to show HOMA (AZ, ) is exact for every M, and since HOMA« iA, ) is exact, this follows from But, by the ungraded case, Io = A0 <g (an ideal of B).
(5.10) Lemma. Let K be a simple commutative graded ring and let C be a simple commutative K-algebra, finitely generated as K-module. Assume C is K-separable. Then C0 is K0-separable, and C=iC0) (g*0 K.
Proof. We will obtain the first statement, C0 is ZCj-separable, in proving the implication (1) => (2) of (5.11). For the second part, C=iC0) ®*0 K, it suffices to see that C=C0<1> cannot be K= (^-separable. |C| = |C0<1>| is the group-ring over C0 of a group of order two, and \Ce\ = \C <g*0 C\ = \C\ <g*0 |C| is therefore the group-ring over C0 of a group of order four. (|C<gC| = |C|(g|C| because C has characteristic two.) Now according to [8, IX, §1, Corollary to Theorem 2], the radical of \Ce\ is a maximal ideal. Thus \Ce\ is a (commutative) local ring. Since \C\ is visibly not |Cc|-free, it cannot be |Ce|-projective, and we are done.
Remark. In (5.10), "commutative" can be read in either the graded or ungraded sense. For C is either concentrated in degree zero, or else it has characteristic two ; in either case, commutativity of C is synonymous with commutativity of | C |.
(5.11) Theorem. Let A be a K-algebra, finitely generated as a K-module, where K is simple. The following are equivalent:
(1) A is K-separable. Proof. (1) => (2). Assuming (1), we saw in (5.7(ii)) that every ¿e-module is projective. From this it follows by a standard argument that the subgroup 91 of A generated by all simple ¿e-submodules is a direct sum of simple submodules, and that 91 = A. Thus A is a direct sum of simple ¿e-submodules, that is, simple twosided ideals ¿¡. Each ¿¡ is a quotient ¿/Uy#i A¡ of A, so that each ¿¡ inherits the structure of simple ZC-algebra, and the projections induce an isomorphism A -*■ ]T A,.
For the rest, let us simplify the notation by letting A denote any ¿¡. Then C=AA is simple, so that A is C-projective, and therefore C is ZC-separable by (4.17). If F is an algebraic closure of K0, (F) (g*0 C is (F) <g*0 Zf-separable, and (F) (g*0 K is simple by (5.9). The part of (1) => (2) already proved shows that (F) (g*0 C is a product of simple (F) (g*0 ZC-algebras, and therefore its degree zero term, F <g*0 C0, is a product of copies of F. Thus F (g*0 C0 is F-separable, and consequently C0 is Zio-separable. That C0 is a separable ZC0-algebra if and only if C0/K0 is a separable field extension is proved in [3, III.3.3].
(2) => (3). We may assume A is simple, with C0/K0 a separable field extension and AA = C=(C0) (g*0 K. If (3) => (1) is clear.
(5.12) Corollary. Let Abe a K-algebra and assume either (i) | AT | is commutative and A is finitely K-presented, or (ii) K is Noetherian and A is a finitely generated K-module. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) A is K-separable. Let A be a separable K-algebra, finitely presented as Kmodule, where K=(K0). Then \A\, ¿0, \AA\ and \AAo\ are \K\-separable, and AA and AAo are K-separable. 6 . Azumaya algebras and the Brauer-Wall group. Throughout this section k denotes a commutative ring, concentrated in degree zero. We will call a /c-algebra A CENTRAL if k -»> CENTER A is an isomorphism. (1) A is CENTRAL and k-separable and finitely generated as a k-module.
(2) A is CENTRAL, anda GENERATOR in MOD-¿". The proof of equivalence has essentially two ingredients : the Morita theory of §3, and the structural theorems, (5.11) and (5.12). We omit the details, but point out the following lemma, useful also in other contexts.
(6.2) Lemma. With the hypothesis of (6.1(1)), every maximal two-sided ideal of Ae is of the form mAe for some maximal ideal m ofk.
Of course this follows from the Morita equivalence of (6.1(4)), but to prove it from the hypotheses of (6.1(1)), which are the usual definition of "Azumaya", we need the structure theory of §5. Indeed, let Jt be a maximal two-sided ideal of Ae, and \y\xt m=Ji n k. The lemmas of §3 show that m is a maximal ideal of k, and the structure theory of §5 shows that Ae/mAe is simple; (6.2) follows.
The Morita equivalence of (6.1(4)) has several further consequences. If A^B are k-algebras with A Azumaya, A ®k BAxB.
(6.5) Corollary. Every endomorphism of an Azumaya k-algebra is an automorphism.
Proof. If/is a fc-algebra endomorphism of A, ker/is a two-sided ideal, hence ker/=0 by (6.3(i)). Then AxAfA ®kfA by (6.4) . Since A and fA are /¿-modules of the same rank, AfA is a rank one /c-module. With k<^AA^AfA, this implies A'Axk, and we are done.
Let A be a A>algebra. The next few results concern Autfc_aIg (A), particularly when A is Azumaya. For u e hU(A), the group of homogeneous units of A, we define the inner automorphism au by aua= -l^uaw1 (a e h A). Then u i-* au is a homomor- As an example, consider Pic (k) = ?ick (A). If [P] e Pic (k), P is a rank one projective. If/: is connected(7), then P is concentrated in degree zero or one; \P\ is an invertible |&|-module, and [P]plc(W h> ([P]PiC|k|, i), where Pi + 1 = 0, defines an isomorphism, Pic (/c) ^ Pic |/c| ©Z/2Z. Clearly, we can never have ¥ic(k) = {0}, since rk represents a nontrivial element. (7) k is said to be connected if Spec \k\ is a connected topological space. This is equivalent to the requirement that e2=e, e e k, implies e = 0 or e = \. Local rings and integral domains are connected. If P is an invertible ¿fc¿-bimodule and a, ß e Autfc.alg (¿) we write aPe for the ¿fc¿-bimodule whose additive group is P, with operations a-x=(aa)x and x-a =x(/Ja) (a g A, xeP). As in the ungraded case (cf. Proof. This is immediate from (6.6) and (6.8) , with the observation that when A is Azumaya, A ®k induces an isomorphism Pic (A:) -»■ Pic^ (A) (hence also an isomorphism 0>J<€ (k) -*■ ^J% (A)). The latter follows from the facts that A ®k is an equivalence and (A ®k M) ®A (A ®kN)xA ®k (M ®k N). To illustrate (6.9), suppose there is a unit u in Ax. Then «/>°(au) = [tA;]. The fact that [rk] is in the image of i/>° says that A ®k rkxrAxA in ¿-Mod, and this is equivalent to the original hypothesis, that there be a unit in Ax. On the other hand, au is in the kernel of </«. Hopefully this clarifies the relation between Pic (k) and U(A0), and between &J<€ (k) and hU(A), displayed in (6.9).
(6.10) Corollary ("Skolem-Noether"). If A is an Azumaya k-algebra and SPJ^ (k) = {0}, the only endomorphisms of A (as a graded k-algebra) are the inner automorphisms au by homogeneous units u.
We have seen that SPJ'tf (Z:) = Pic \k\ when k is connected. In general, SPJ'tí (k) ={0} is a stronger requirement than Pic \k\ ={0}.
We now return to (6.1), and construct a group out of our Azumaya algebras.
(6.11) Proposition. Let A and B be Azumaya k-algebras, and write ® for ®k and END for ENDfc. The following are equivalent:
(i) A ® P*s;END (P)for some FAITHFULLY projective k-module P.
(ii) A® END (P)xB® END (Q) for some FAITHFULLY projective kmodules P and Q.
(iii) Mod-¿ and Mod-P are r-k-equivalent categories.
(iv) ¿äENDb (P)for some FAITHFULLY projective right B-module P.
The proof of equivalence is straightforward from (6.1) and the Morita theory of §3. Write A~B when the conditions listed in (6.11) are fulfilled. It is clear from (6.11) that ~ is an equivalence relation, and that ®k induces a well-defined structure of an abelian group on the set of equivalence classes. This is the Brauer- If A" is a commutative /e-algebra concentrated in degree zero, K ®k induces a homomorphism BW (k) -*■ BW (A^), and this makes BW a functor, from commutative (ungraded) rings to abelian (ungraded) groups. Another such functor is Br, where Br (k) denotes the Brauer group of k (see [1] , and Chapter III of [3]). All of our definitions have been made in such a way that they reduce, for objects concentrated in degree zero, to the corresponding ungraded notions: our construction of BW (k) "contains" the construction of Br (k). This means that concentrating an Azumaya \k\-algebra in degree zero yields an Azumaya Aalgebra, and this induces an injective homomorphism Br (k) -+ BW (k). (This is, moreover, natural in k.) §7 is devoted to a description of the cokernel.
7. Graded quadratic extensions and the exact sequence 0 -> Br -»■ BW -»• ß2 -+ 0. Throughout, A: is commutative and concentrated in degree zero.
In this section we require basic facts about Galois extensions of rings, for which we refer chiefly to [4] .
Suppose k is not connected, and let e' e k be a nontrivial idempotent. Then, setting e" = \-e', k'=ke', and k"=ke", we have kxk'xk", a direct product of rings. Clearly Mv^-ie'M,e"M) -iM/e"M,M/e'M) is a category isomorphism |k|-Mod -*■ |k!|-Mod x |k"|-Mod; an inverse is given by (P, S) h» R x S. Equivalent^ this provides an isomorphism A-MOD -* A'-MOD x A"-MOD (where a morphism ig, h) in A'-MOD x A"-MOD is homogeneous of degree 7 if and only if both g and h are). In particular we get isomorphisms A;-Mod -*■ A'-Mod x A"-Mod, and A-Alg -> A'-Alg x A"-Alg. All of these will be denoted 1^ (A", X"). (1) k is connected and 2 £ Uik). (2) 2 g rad ik) = intersection of all maximal ideals ofk.
Proof. If Lx is faithful, L/mL has nonzero degree one part for every maximal ideal m of k. If 2 $ Uik), 2 is in some m, and we contradict (5.10).
The key fact is = 1, 2 e U(k) by (7.2), and this rules out 2-torsion.
Thus, for the rest of the proof, L = (L0). Assume first that L is connected. By a theorem of Janusz [5, Theorem 1] there is a connected Galois extension E ofk, with group G, say, such that k^L^E.
The subgroup H={ae G | <rx = xVxeL} of G has index [L:ä:] = 2 and is therefore normal. Consequently L = E" is a Galois extension of k with group G/H of order two. The generator of this group is a candidate for cr(L), and it is the only candidate by [4, Corollary 3.3] .
If k is still connected but L is not, it is easy to see that L = kxk, and a(L) is the transposition (x, y) h-> (y, x).
This completes the proof for connected k. Note that this furnishes uniqueness for all k, for to prove uniqueness we can localize, and local rings are connected. Also the connected case extends immediately to the case where k is Noetherian, for k is then a finite product of connected rings. Thus to complete the proof in the general case it suffices to show the following: if L is a QE of k there is a Noetherian subring k' of k and a QE L' of k' contained in L such that the induced map k ®fc< L' -*■ L is an isomorphism. (For then the above arguments furnish v(L'), and we can take o(L)=k ®k, a(L').) This is a more or less standard descent argument, which we omit here.
A k-algebra L is a QE ofk o \L\ is a Galois extension of \k\ with group of order two. (7. 3) and (7.4) give us a group of order 2 (generated by o(L)) whenever we have a QE, L. Choose once and for all a fixed group 7r of order 2 with which we can identify all such groups.
Let L1 and L2 be QE's of k and define
where <tí = <t(Lí). Although we use the ungraded ®k to form L1 \*\ L2, we interpret L1 |*| L2 as a graded fc-algebra, i.e., with the grading inherited from that of L1 and L2.
(7.5) Theorem. IfL1 andl? are QE's ofk, so is L1 |*| L2. |*| induces on the set of k-algebra-isomorphism classes of QE's the structure of an abelian group, Q2(k), of exponent two.
Proof. \L*\ ® |L2| is a Galois extension of k with group 7rX7r, and consequently, L1 | * | L2 is a Galois extension : ax ® 1 and 1 ® a2 have the same restriction Unfortunately, ß2 is not quite the group we need to describe the cokernel of Br -> BW. We define a new product, for QE's L1 and L2 of k, as follows :
where Oi = oiD). The distinction is that here we take the tensor product as graded algebras.
(7.6) Lemma. Let G be an abelian group of exponent 2, let p. be a map GxG^-G, let d be a homomorphism G -> Z/2Z, and assume there is an element e e ker d such that jit(x, y)=x+y + 8x-8y-e Vx, y eG. Then G, with + replaced by ¡jl, is an abelian group. If I $ Im d, or i/*=0, then (G, +) andiG, (j.) coincide; conversely, if3z with 8z=l, then ¡xiz, z) = e, so that if also e=/=0, (G, ¡j) has exponent 4.
The proof is a triviality; the inverse of x in the new group is x + «3x-e. Since this lemma is unlikely ever to find application elsewhere, we hasten to describe how it applies to our present situation. Assume, for simplicity, that A is connected. Now * and |*| differ only if A has a QE with nonzero degree one term, so we may as well assume also that 2 g Uik), by (7.2) . Then F= |A< -1>| is a QE of k. If L1 and L2 are QE's of A, L1 * L2=L1 |*| L2 unless L\^0^L2. In the latter case it is not hard to see that L1 * L2=LX |*| L2 |*| F. Thus, in any case, L1 * L2 is a QE of A:, so that * defines a map GxG-> G, where G = ß2(A). The map which assigns to each QE the rank of its degree one term is a homomorphism d:G^~ Z/2Z, and F plays the role of e. With this dictionary, (7.5) and (7.6) imply the following theorem in the case where k is connected.
(7.7) Theorem. IfL1 andL2 are QE's ofk, so is L1 * L2. * induces on the set of k-algebra-isomorphism classes of QE's the structure of an abelian group, Q2ik), of exponent ^4.
The general case follows immediately, since for each statement to be proved we can break k up into pieces over which the intervening QE's have degree one parts of constant rank. (ii) For any Azumaya k-algebras A and B, L'(A (g B)=L'{A) * L\B). Proof. There are essentially two things to show: surjectivity of L', and exactness at BW (A). Clearly for surjectivity of L' it is enough to note that every QE with degree one term of constant rank is in the image. If [Lx:k] = I, L is itself an Azumaya A>algebra, and L'iL)=LiL)=L.
If L is a QE concentrated in degree zero, let A denote the crossed product of L with its Galois group: A=Lvx ©Lva with avi-bVj = aiib)vij and the indicated grading: dvt = 8afi. Then A is a nondegenerate Azumaya A-algebra, and L'(¿)=Z.(¿)=L.
Remark. When A has characteristic 2, A{a} is a QE of A: for any a g A:, and in fact all QE's are of this form ; the crossed product described above is then m When 2 g Uik), \k(a)\ is a QE for any a e ¿/(A), and the crossed product is m A similar description can be given for arbitrary k. We do not digress to include the details here.
Finally, we prove exactness of Br (A) -* BW (A) -* ß2(A:). Clearly the composition is zero. Conversely, let A be an Azumaya A>alegbra such that L\A) =kxk^A0.
We can assume A is nondegenerate, since [¿] = [¿ ® E] in BW (k). Thus we have Center ¿0 = AAo = ke © k(l -e) <=■ ¿0, e e ¿0, e £ A:, e2 = e, 0 ^ e / 1.
We must produce an Azumaya fc-algebra B = (B0) such that [¿] = [P] in BW (k).
Notice that e remains nontrivial when we localize at primes of k : nondegeneracy of A implies that L(¿m) =L(¿)m has rank two at every prime m. Now set P=e¿ and B=ENDA(P). Clearly P is a FAITHFULLY projective right ¿-module, and we are done by criterion (4) of (6.11) once we show that Bx = 0. Since P = END/) (e¿) = e¿e, it remains to show that eAxe=0. It suffices to see this modulo maximal ideals of k, and we can even assume k is an algebraically closed field. Then by (5. 11(3) ) there are two cases to consider : A = END* ( W) and A = (Endfc ( V)) ® k{ 1 >.
The second case is immediately ruled out: the center of the degree zero term of (Endfc (V)) ® /c<l>, namely k, has no nontrivial idempotents. (This amounts to the remark that k(l} is not in the kernel of L'.) In the first case we can represent A as a matrix algebra Mp+q(k) with degree zero term MP(Ä:) 0 \ 0 Mt(k))'
When p^O^q there are two idempotents: e'=('* °) and e"=(° ?"), and clearly e'¿e' and e"¿e" are contained in ¿0. This completes the proof. To compute BW (k) by means of the exact sequence 0 -> Br -*■ BW -*■ Q2 -> 0, we need additional information about Q2. Actually, as indicated in the Introduction, Q2(k) can be computed quite explicitly in terms of certain standard arithmetic invariants of k. This will be presented in a subsequent paper.
